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Al has transformed medical image 

assessments, providing quick results in 

minutes compared to hours manually. Fueled 

by efforts from organizations like OpenAl and 

Google, coupled with widespread cloud 

computing adoption and data 

standardization, Al's evolution spans 

industries. Leveraging terabytes of data, 

organizations innovate with Al not only for 

value creation but also social impact. This 

article explores real-life Al applications in 

Healthcare and Pharmaceuticals, utilizing 

techniques like Large Language Models, 

Computer Vision, Convolutional Neural 

Networks, Generative Adversarial Networks, 

and Robotics. Many of these applications are 

in the Proof-of-Concept phase or undergoing 

small-scale implementation, promising to 

enhance patient care and organizational 

value. 

Post-Procedure Patient Monitoring: 

To enhance post-treatment patient follow- 

ups efficiently, a two-pronged approach 

leveraging recent advancements is 

proposed. Recent developments in Large 

Language Models (LLM) and Speech Models, 

such as Google LaMDA, enable Al to engage 

in real-time conversations with patients, 

resembling human interaction. Specifically 

trained LLM-based Al models interact with 

patients, notifying doctors only when 

patients report post-procedure symptoms, 

optimizing response efficiency. The resulting 

data is automatically collected, stored, and 

displayed on dashboards, ensuring seamless 

access for healthcare providers to patient 

interactions. 

Simultaneously, the solution incorporates 

the use of Internet of Things (loT) devices for 

remote patient monitoring, addressing 

resource constraints. 

TempTraq, a Bluetooth-enabled _ sticker, 

tracks post-procedure temperature 

fluctuations, aiding patients who undergo 

treatments like chemotherapy. This data is 

uploaded to the cloud via Bluetooth and 

phone internet, allowing doctors remote 

access for observation. Another loT device, 

the Insulin Patch called V-Go, administers 

insulin and monitors sugar levels for diabetic 

patients. Beyond immediate benefits, the 

collected data serves as a foundation for 

predictive models, anticipating health 

patterns and reactions, thereby advancing 

proactive patient care. 

By seamlessly integrating Al-driven patient 

communication and loT-enabled remote 

monitoring, this comprehensive solution not 

only enhances the efficiency of post- 

treatment follow-ups but also contributes to 

a more proactive and data-driven approach 

in healthcare, ultimately improving patient 

outcomes. 

Accelerated Drug Discovery: 

The conventional drug discovery and 

development process, spanning a decade, 

involves identifying thousands of 

compounds, followed by toxicity screenings 

and efficacy tests. Al is poised to 

revolutionize this lengthy journey, 

significantly reducing time from discovery to 

market approvals. 

Al generation models like ADQN- 

FBDD and APEX-FBDD analyze vast 

biological datasets to virtually create 

and test compounds, expediting the 

identification of potential drug targets.



An example of such includes Atomwise, 

utilizes Al to screen millions of compounds 

rapidly, enhancing the efficiency of 

identifying promising drug candidates. 

Insilico Medicine employs Al to analyze 

protein structures, identifying new drug 

targets for diseases like cancer, Alzheimer's, 

and HIV. 

In parallel, LLM-based Al models and loT 

devices streamline clinical trials by tracking 

patients, ensuring compliance, and 

monitoring adverse events. As personalized 

treatments like CAR-T Cell Therapy gain 

prominence, Al becomes integral to 

commercializing such drugs. GlaxoSmithKline 

collaborates with IBM Watson to analyze 

patient genetic data for personalized cancer 

treatments, exemplifying Al's role in tailoring 

effective drugs. 

The transformative impact of Al extends 

beyond drug discovery, encompassing 

patient-centric applications. By leveraging 

Al, healthcare organizations enhance clinical 

trial monitoring, ensuring patient safety and 

compliance. As the industry pivots toward 

personalized treatments, Al-driven platforms 

contribute significantly to individualized 
drug development. 

In conclusion, Al's multifaceted role spans 

from expediting drug discovery and 

development to optimizing patient-centric 

applications. This transformative technology 

not only accelerates the identification of 

potential drug candidates but also 

contributes to a more personalized and 

efficient healthcare landscape. 

  

  
Digitizing Health Records: 

In developing countries like India and even in 

digitized healthcare systems, data 

standardization challenges hinder 

interoperability. Al solutions like the Health 

Data Engine automate the conversion of 

existing data to the latest health standards, 

enhancing integration. 

Tools like DocAl are explicitly trained on 

physical health records, scanning and 

converting documents into accessible 

data formats. 
DICOM images, aiding Al models, accelerate 

diagnosis for pathologists, providing image 

analyses and prognosis recommendations 

for doctors. These Al applications address 

the hurdles of disparate data formats and 

manual conversion in healthcare records, 

paving the way for a more integrated and 

efficient digital ecosystem. 
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